
by Sarah Major
the right brained teacher

Activities to help children:

• study 52 sight words (Dolch & more)
• learn to use the word correctly
• learn 296 related words
• learn to write the words by heart
• analyze the words
• find words with similar spelling 

patterns
• combine words to make sentences

After all, reading is so much more 
than sight word recognition!

A Companion to SnapWords® List E

   Activities included:
   • Bingo – instant word recognition
   • Go fish – reading sight words
   • Sight word sentences to illustrate – comprehension enrichment
   • Fill in the blank with a sight word – for comprehension
   • Making phrases with sight words – for comprehension and correct usage
   • Sound manipulation or word morph – for phonemic awareness
   • Word searches in many levels – recognition
   • Crossword puzzles in more advanced levels – comprehension
   • Word wall games – to practice higher level thinking, comprehension, opposites, synonyms, etc.
   • Write about it – colored illustrations that serve as writing prompts for the children
   • ABC order – alphabetic principle
   • Making words tactilely – phonics: to study the structure of words including more complex sound spellings
   • Assessment – for measuring accuracy and reading fluency
   • Sentence Unscramble – Each activity reviews all the words 
   • Plain word wall words to coincide with the SnapWords® studied
   • Tracking charts to record each student’s progress
   • Certificates of achievement    

Beyond Sight Words Activities - E Level 1
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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
The color of this unit is RED to coordinate with our SnapWords® List E ladybug theme. The SnapWords® 
included in this unit provide the basis for all the word studies in this Beyond Sight Words Level.

• You will have already purchased SnapWords® List E.
• Display all of the words from one Section at one time. My students always learned far more quickly when we 
had more words displayed. I still would focus on the word for the day, but a whole lot of passive learning went 
on because the other words were displayed! 
• Teach the words, referring to the Teaching Notes as needed (see Table of Contents).
• As the children show instant word recognition using the picture side of the cards, remove the picture cards 
and display the plain word wall words. I would recommend switching one word at a time rather than changing 
all the words at once. This will ensure the children are comfortable and confident.
• Once the children can read the plain words pretty well, move to the word recognition games.
• Next, complete the comprehension activities.
• The phonemic awareness activities can be done more than once. Keep in mind that very visual, right-brained 
learners will not do as well with word segmentation and other activities because these children tend to be 
stronger in whole word activities, so please don’t stress over this part!
• Branch out into the word wall games, and then do ABC order when desired.
• Finally, use the writing prompts to provide an opportunity for the children to use the words they have 
learned in a meaningful way.
• Optionally, conduct a scavenger hunt for the words in newspapers, books or magazines so children will see 
how frequently their words appear in “real print!” Relevancy is super important to right-brained learners.
• Use the reading assessment piece to check the students individually on their ability to read the words they 
have learned within a context of a sentence. You may time them as you wish and record number of 
correct words. This is also a great opportunity to pay attention to each child’s reading habits, his or her areas of 
strength, where he or she stumbles, and to highlight exactly what each child needs to have strengthened.
• Use the tracking chart to record the words and skills learned by each child. I kept my assessment sheet and 
charts on a clipboard so I could grab them at random times and quickly assess a child.
• The tracking chart could be used as desired to share their child’s progress with parents.
• Print out and award certificates as each child successfully completes this unit of work!
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Here is the skinny on each level:
Section 1 teaches 59 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “UPON, BASEMENT, PLAYMATE, 
CLAPPED, STOVE, PRIZE, DRINK, STUCK, WASH, WISH, THANKS, FATHER.” Additional 47 words are related by 
word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: ANK, INK. Digraphs and blends: CR, FL, TH, BL, CL, ST. 

Section 2 teaches 74 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “FLAPPING, WILLING, GIGGLE, 
HITCH, IMAGINE, PASSENGER, STUMBLED, COMPANY, BECAUSE, BICYCLE.” Additional 64 words are related by 
word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: TCH, LE. Work with double consonants. 

Section 3 teaches 57 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “CAREFUL, CARRY, CERTAINLY, 
DECIDE, HUSBAND, HUNDRED, TOGETHER, TOWARD, TWICE, WRITE.” Additional 47 words are related by word 
family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word 
families included: WR, LY. Digraphs and blends: ST, CK, LE, GG, QU, OW.

Section 4 teaches 62 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “INDEED, INSTANT, MOTHER, 
TOMORROW, WONDERFUL, BREATH, PLEASANT, PLEASURE, PLEASE, HEARD .” Additional 52 words are related 
by word family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and 
word families included: ANT, EAR. Digraphs, combos, and blends: PP, ER, CH, TH, ED, SE. 

Section 5 teaches 96 words including the SnapWords® picture sight words “IT’S, SHALL, ACCIDENT, DIFFERENT, 
ENOUGH, THOUGHT, THROUGH, STRUGGLED, REALIZED, WHOLE.” Additional 86 words are related by word 
family or sound spelling. SnapWords® full-color sight word pictures are provided. Sound spellings and word 
families included: ACC when it sounds like AKS and ACC when it sounds like AKK. Diphthongs and other spell-
ings: OI, AI, OU, OR, SS, SE, ING. 

SKILLS
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HOW TO TEACH “UPON”

Show the children the SnapWords® for UPON. Make a book with your palms and say, “Once upon 
a time there was a dragon who lived in a cave.” (or whatever you want to end with!) We had a different UPON in Beyond 
Sight Words, Level 17. That SnapWord showed a man walking UPON his roof. That word speaks to location: upon a roof, 
upon the table, upon the shelf. This new UPON speaks more to a location in time. You could substitute, “There was a time 
in which a dragon lived in a cave.” Instead of “Upon arriving at home I found the door wide open,” you could say “At the 
time in which I arrived at home…” Point out that UPON is made of two tiny words, each very easy to recognize. Have the 
children study the word, close their eyes and see it in their minds, and then with eyes open and not referring to the image, 
have them write from memory what they saw.

A follow-up activity is to have your students create a small book. Take one sheet of blank paper, fold in half, cut on the 
fold, stack the two halves and staple in the “ditch” and fold again. The children will start their stories with “Once upon a 
time” and have them finish the story line and draw pictures to illustrate.

upon

HOW TO TEACH “BASEMENT”

Show the children the SnapWords® for BASEMENT. The SnapWord image shows where a 
basement is in a house, which is a help for children who live in places where basements are just not found. Have children 
clap the syllables and then lead them in dividing the word into its two syllables, BASE and MENT. The first syllable has 
a Pinchy E, and the second one has the word MEN with a final T on it. Have the children really study the card and then do 
visual imprinting and practice writing as in the previous lesson.

They can make up sentences using basement by telling about something they would like to have in their basements. “In 
my basement I have a boa in a tank.” “In my basement I have a swimming pool with a slide.” “In my basement I have 
9,000 Legos.”

basement

HOW TO TEACH “PLAYMATE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for PLAYMATE. This word is truly a compound word 
made of PLAY which they have already learned, and MATE a simple word with a Pinchy E. Point to a pretend person by 
you and say, “She has a new playmate.” In the SnapWord image, the two tall letters are children, one in each word. Have 
the children study the word well, noticing details such as smaller words (lay inside PLAY and ate inside MATE) then close 
their eyes and see the word in their minds. Next, have them open their eyes and write from memory what they saw in their 
minds.

Next, ask them which animal they would like to have for a playmate if they could choose any animal in the world. Their 
sentence to write and illustrate will be about this. “My new playmate is a giraffe with a long neck.” Or “My playmate is a 
big hairy gorilla.” This is a good time to integrate the use of adjectives to make their writing more descriptive. Once they 
have chosen the animal they want to write about, have them think of at least one adjective to describe their animal (trying 
to avoid the words good or nice.)

playmate
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HOW TO TEACH “CLAPPED”

Show the children the SnapWords® for CLAPPED. Clap your hands softly as you say, “They clapped 
when the lady sang.” The image for this word is great because the two children will prompt the 
children to remember the double P in the middle of the word. The tall letter is the singing lady. When the children have had time 
to study the word and comment on what they see, have them do visual imprinting and then practice writing the word.

For word study, point out that we need the double consonant in the word because if there were not two P’s the word would be 
CLAPED and it would have the Pinchy E making the A say its name and CLAPED is not a word! The rule of thumb here is 
that if the E can reach around ONE other letter, it will do some pinching. Use these words for your mini-lesson, doubling the 
consonant before adding the ED or ING: hop>hopped>hopping. Sit>sitting. Do the same thing with these words: drip, trip, 
drop, stop, spot, rub, plan.

To take the lesson further, share that if there are TWO consonants at the end of the word, well then Pinchy E can’t reach around 
them to pinch the vowel. Use these words: till>tilled. fill>filled. Want>wanted, dust>dusted, plant>planted, paint>painted, 
crack>cracked. Next, share that if the final two letters of the word are working together to make a sound, why they are too 
strong for Pinchy E. For example, in PLAY, the AY work together to make the long A sound and so the A simply cannot be 
pinched. So you have play>played>playing, stray>strayed>straying. Other examples are the EE in WEED that are too strong 
for Pinchy E, the AI in WAIT also work together and are too strong to be pinched. Finally, ask the children to come up with one 
thing they could do that people would clap for. “They clapped when I….”

clapped

HOW TO TEACH “STOVE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for STOVE. Pretend to stir a pot of food on the stove, saying, 
“Mom is cooking on her new stove!” This word and the next one (prize) are both Pinchy E words. Have the children 
really study this word and its picture, noticing the T is the lady who is at the stove cooking. When they are ready, do visual 
imprinting and practice writing. If children need a reminder about Pinchy E, let them draw a curved arrow from the E to 
the O demonstrating that the E is pinching the O.

Have the children write about something they would like to cook if they had a new stove of their very own. Would it be 
mac n’ cheese? “On my new stove I will cook….”

stove

HOW TO TEACH “PRIZE”

Show the children the SnapWords® for PRIZE. Hold up your shiny, new trophy as you say, “The prize 
goes to Ashton.” Have the children comment on what they see in the word: the P is the blue ribbon, the I is the child who 
is announcing the winner, and the E is sneakily reaching around to pinch the I. Have them do visual imprinting and then 
practice writing.

Your word study focus in this lesson could be on Pinchy E. Provide the children with a page out of the newspaper or 
an old magazine. Their task is to see how many Pinchy E words they can find in a specified period of time. Rather than 
having them laboriously copying the words onto paper, let them take a yellow crayon and just highlight them, or they 
could work with a partner and cut out Pinchy E words and glue them to a sheet of construction paper.

Finally, for sentence work, have them choose classmates to give prizes to. “Tamara gets the prize for handwriting.” Etc.

prize
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HOW TO TEACH “DRINK”

Show the children the SnapWords® for DRINK. The remainder of the words in this level are words that 
end in two consonants: NK, CK, SH. These are spelling patterns that show up a LOT in print! Have the children study the 
picture for DRINK, noting that the tall letters are children who are drinking. There are small words in DRINK. Have them 
locate them. There is actually a pattern here: start in the middle with “I”, then add an N to make “IN,” then add the K to 
make “INK” and an R to make “RINK”, and finally the D to make “DRINK.” Do visual imprinting and practice writing.

Next, for word work and working together, make groups of words ending with NK but changing vowels. Example: SINK, 
SANK, SUNK; BANK, BUNK, BONK; DRINK, DRANK, DRUNK; STINK, STANK, STUNK. Now have the children 
build sentences using DRINK. “I need a drink now!” “We like to drink milk.”

drink

HOW TO TEACH “STUCK”

Show the children the SnapWords® for STUCK. Pretend to be struggling to get your feet out of the mud 
as you say, “I got stuck in the mud!” This word is interesting because just by replacing the vowel, you can make other 
words: “stick, stock, stack, and stuck.” They can remember this one easily by saying “Ugh, I got stuck in the mud.” Notice 
the three U’s in these words. This sentence will tie the words together to the correct vowel. Have the children study the 
word and then close their eyes to see it in their imaginations.

Now, without referring to the SnapWord, have them write STUCK on their whiteboards. Ask the children for ideas of 
other ways they might be stuck. I have heard children say, “I am stuck on this problem.” How else can they use STUCK?

stuck

HOW TO TEACH “WASH”

Show the children the SnapWords® for WASH. Pretend to wash something in front of you as 
you say, “I will wash these dishes in the sink.” Point out that the A in WASH is not short nor is it long. It actu-
ally says, “AH” just as it does in WATER, WANT, FATHER. In this word, the tall letter is the lady, the S is the 
place she is washing, the W is holding dirty clothes. Have them do visual imprinting and then practice writing 
what they saw in their heads.

Next, engage the children in coming up with ways to use WASH in sentences. “I need to wash the dog today.” 
“I helped wash the car Saturday.” “Mom said I had to wash my hair!”

wash
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HOW TO TEACH “WISH”

Show the children the SnapWords® for WISH.  Look up dreamily as you say, “I am going to make 
a wish.” Notice that this word is just like the last one except for the change in the vowel. The I is the little girl who 
is wishing. Have them close their eyes and see the word in their minds, and then open their eyes to write on their 
whiteboards. Combine WISH with WASH in a sentence. “Mom said, ‘I wish you would wash your hair.” “I wish I could 
wash the car now.” Or have them write about something they wish for. “I wish I had a ….” Or “I wish I could…”

wish

HOW TO TEACH “THANK”

Show the children the SnapWords® for THANK. Clasp your hands together and nod your head 
as you say, “Father thought Marcia should thank her guests.” In the picture Marcia is having a birthday, opening gifts, 
but she looks a bit cranky. Father looks cranky also as he tries to get Marcia so say thanks for her presents. Have the 
children notice carefully who all is in the picture. Marcia’s Mother, Father, Marcia with her red hair, her friend and her 
friend’s mother. Three tall letters – three adults. Do visual imprinting and practice writing. This word has the same ending 
consonants as DRINK did.

For word study, use other words ending with ank: BANK, DANK, HANK, LANK, RANK, SANK, TANK, YANK, 
BLANK, CLANK, CRANK, FLANK, PLANK, PRANK, SHRANK, SPANK.

Finally have the children write sentences using THANK. “Thank you for helping me.” “Thank you for coming over.” Etc.

thank

HOW TO TEACH “FATHER”

Show the children the SnapWords® for FATHER. Pretend you are about to put a bottle in a 
baby’s mouth like Father is doing in the picture. Point out to the children that all three of the people in the family have 
their mouths open as if they are saying “Ahh” which happens to be the sound that A makes in FATHER!! When you say 
FATHER together, have all the children emphasize and stretch out the AH sound. This word is built a lot like MOTHER 
and BROTHER, only they have an O for a vowel. The middle TH and the final ER are the same, however.

Have the children close their eyes and picture the word in their minds. Which letter is the father? (F) Which letter is the 
baby? (A) And finally, which letter is the mother? (T). When their eyes are open again, and in preparation for writing 
FATHER, prompt the children to sound out the word like this: F - A - TH - ER. Now, while they sound the word out again 
just like that, they will write the letters that represent each sound on their whiteboard.

Other words that have the same AH sound made by the A include WATER, WANT, and WHAT. The children can make a 
silly sentence out of the words: “Father, what I want is water!” Have them pretend to be all hoity toity when they say that 
sentence. 

Let the children practice writing “Father, what I want is water.” They can come up with another version as desired.

father
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E-1SnapWords®

F
R

E
E

basement upon playmate

clapped stove

prize drink stuck

wash wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®

F
R

E
E

basement

upon playmate clapped

stove prize

drink stuck wash

wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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basement upon

playmate clapped stove

prize drink

stuck wash wish

thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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clapped stove prize

drink stuck

wash wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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E
E

basement

upon playmate clapped

stove prize drink

stuck wash

wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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basement upon

playmate clapped stove

prize drink stuck

wash wish

thank
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clapped stove prize

drink stuck wash

wish thank
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stove prize drink

stuck wash wish

thank
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prize drink stuck

wash wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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wish thank
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E-1SnapWords®
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playmate clapped
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E-1SnapWords®

F
R

E
E

basement

upon

playmate

clapped

stove

prize

drink

stuckwash

father

thank
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GO FISH cards: print, then cut apart four sets to make one deck of 
cards. Best when printed on card stock and laminated.

SnapWords® E-1

clappedbasement drink

playmatefather prize
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GO FISH cards: Page 2.

SnapWords® E-1

stuckstove thank

wishwash upon
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E-1
Name____________________________________

My snack stuck to the stove. I have to wash the stove now.

Child will read the sentences below and draw a picture to illustrate each sentence.
(Addittional words to know: bath, picture).
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E-1
Name____________________________________

My drink looks green. I sniff it. There goes my prize!
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E-1
Name____________________________________

Jessie’s cookies are stuck to the pan. She works to get them off.
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E-1
Name____________________________________

We clapped when Joe got the prize for his snack.
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E-1Instructions:
The box contains some sentences with missing words. The child will use the words 
provided to fill in the blanks. This will assess their comprehension of the sentences.

Skills: reading comprehension, writing practice.

Fill-in-the-Blank

ANSWER KEY

1. I like to play in the basement.
2. A playmate is a friend you play with.
3. We clapped when he got the prize.
4. I wish I could have a drink right now!
5. He got first prize.
6. I need to wash the stove.
7. The food stuck to the pan.
8. Thank you for helping me.
9. Father put the snacks upon the table.
10. I wish we could play now.
11. I need to wash my socks.
12.    Father said we can make snacks now.
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Read the three words at the end of the sentence. Next, read the sentence. Read your three words 
again and choose the one that fits best into the sentence. Write the word into the blank and read the 
sentence to make sure it is right.

       Name________________________

1. I like to play in the __________________.       (wish, stuck, basement)

2. A _________________ is a friend you play with.
         (playmate, basement, drink)

3. We _____________ when he got the prize. (thank, clapped, wash)

4. I wish I could have a ___________ right now! (drink, basement, thank)

5. He got first _________________.  (prize, drink, wash)

6. I need to wash the __________________. (stuck, stove, drink)

7. The food ___________ to the pan.  (stove, wash, stuck)

8. ______________ you for helping me.    (thank, drink, prize)

9. Father put the snacks ________the table.  (stove, upon, playmate)

10.  I _____________we could play now.   (wash, wish, clapped)

11. I need to ________________ my socks.  (wish, drink, wash)  

12.   _________ said we can make snacks now.  (wash, father, stove)                   

Fill-in-the-Blank E-1
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E-1

ANSWERS: 

1. I stuck it in the basement. 

2. Put the prize on the desk. 

3. I wish for a playmate. 

4. Thank you for the drink. 

5. Wash the stove now. 

6. Put the prize in the basement. 

7. We clapped for her father. 

8. My dog is a good playmate. 

9. I wish my father was here.

MAKING PHRASES - Teacher Copy 
Print copies of page 36 for the students. They will use the word bank provided to fill in the blanks. 
They will put one letter on each line. The first letter of each word is provided for them. 
The teacher answer key is below. The words the students will supply are in red.
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I  s __ __ __ __  it  in  the  b __ __ __ __ __ __ __.

Put  the  p __ __ __ __   on  the  desk.

I  w __ __ __  for  a  p __ __ __ __ __ __ __.

T __ __ __ __  you  for  the  d __ __ __ __.

W __ __ __  the  s __ __ __ __  now.

Put  the  p __ __ __ __  in  the  b __ __ __ __ __ __ __.   

We  c __ __ __ __ __ __  for  her  f __ __ __ __ __ . 

My  dog  is  a  good  p __ __ __ __ __ __ __.

I  w __ __ __  my  f __ __ __ __ __  was  here. 

basement basement clapped drink
father father playmate playmate
prize prize stove stuck
thank wash wish wish

MAKING PHRASES
 
Use the words in the word bank for clues in filling in the missing letters. Each row will make a phrase or 
sentence when completed. Please use all the words in the word bank, putting one letter on each line. 
The first letters are filled in for you. Cross out each word as you use it.

Name _________________________________

WORD BANK
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E-1

The word is DRINK The word is WISH The word is STUCK

Change DRINK to: DRANK Change WISH to: WASH Change STUCK to: STICK

Change DRANK to: DRUNK Change WASH to: SWISH Change STICK to: STACK

Change DRUNK to: BUNK Change SWISH to: SWOOSH Change STACK to: STOCK

Change BUNK to: BONK Change SWOOSH to: BUSH Change STOCK to: DOCK

Change BONK to: STUNK Change BUSH to: BASH Change DOCK to: DECK

Do this exercise orally first, and then use whiteboards to practice. Children will write their answer, and then hold up their 
whiteboards for you to quickly check.

When doing this game, use the SOUND of each letter rather than saying the letter names. With letters like B, T, P, etc, the 
tendency is to pronounce them like this: “BUH, TUH, PUH,” which actually are two sounds together: the initial consonant combined 
with the short vowel sound of U. So instead of BUH, you would sound just the very short b. We will write it like this: /b/ (“sound of b”).

Ask the students to write the words in columns. This set of words provides a perfect opportunity to practice vowel discrimination.  
If the children need a visual prompt, use the hand motion for each vowel.  Skill: phonemic awareness with emphasis on vowel sound.
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E-1Word Search

R K H R N T V L R R W

E C N R W T D R I N K

H L T A L M N W R G V

T A N R H F M M A K L

A P E J L T L P C S C

F P M N F J R U B F H

L E E G N I T L F S N

H D S M Z S K Y I R G

Z L A E M N K W R M Q

P P B E V O T S R C V

H T Y P L A Y M A T E

www.WordSearchMaker.com

Find your new sight words in the grid. Look up and down, forwards and backwards, and 
even diagonally! 
Cross out the words as you find them:

SnapWords®

upon basement playmate clapped stove prize
drink stuck wash wish thank
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Crossword E-1

ANSWER KEY
TEACHER COPY
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been only today draw

grow turn hurt

start warm short round

WORD BANK

Crossword 
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SnapWords® Word Wall Games
Print the sight words on pages 52 and following, cut them apart, then display in a 
pocket chart in alphabetical order. As you practice finding each word on the word wall, 
the children will enjoy writing the words on whiteboards. For assessment of word 
recognition, call out a word and have the children locate it on the word wall and then 
write it on paper for you to check later. I usually timed this assessment to coincide with a 
weekly spelling assessment. 

E-1

Activity One:
1.   Find and write WISH.
2.   Find and write BASEMENT.
3.   Find and write PRIZE.
4.   Find and write PLAYMATE.
5.   Find and write THANK.
6.   Find and write DRINK. 
7.   Find and write STUCK.  
8.   Find and write CLAPPED.
9.   Find and write WASH.
10.  Find and write STOVE.
11.  Find and write FATHER. 

Activity Two:
1.   Find the word that is the opposite of “to dry.” (WASH)
2.   Find the word that tells what is under some houses. (BASEMENT)
3.   Find the word that is the opposite of mother. (FATHER)
4.   Fill in the missing word: “We make our food on the ___.” (STOVE)
5.   What you might get if you win the race. (PRIZE)
6.   What you do with milk. (DRINK)
7.   Fill in the missing word: “After he sang the song the audience ___.” 

(CLAPPED)
8.   Fill in the missing word: “You might decided to ___ upon a star 

tonight.” (WISH)
9.   When someone gives you something, you should ___ them. (THANK)
10.  Find a large compound word. (PLAYMATE)
11.  Fill in the missing word: “The driver hoped his truck would not get 

___ in the mud.” (STUCK) 

Activity Three:
1.   Find a word that rhymes with TRUCK. (STUCK)
2.   Find a word that rhymes with TANK. (THANK)
3.   Find a word that rhymes with DISH. (WISH)
4.   Find a word that rhymes with STINK. (DRINK)
5.   Find a word that rhymes with SURMISE. (PRIZE)
6.   Find a word that rhymes with PLACEMENT. (BASEMENT)
7.   Find a word that rhymes with WAIT. (PLAYMATE)
8.   Find a word that rhymes with TAPPED. (CLAPPED)
9.   Find a word that rhymes with JOSH. (WASH)
10.  Find a word that rhymes with COVE. (STOVE)
11.  Find a word that rhymes with BOTHER. (FATHER)
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E-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title _________________________________________________
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E-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title _________________________________________________
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E-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title _________________________________________________
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E-1Write About It!

Name____________________________________

Title _________________________________________________
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 SnapWords® ABC Order
Print out copies of this page so that you have 1 set of words for each child. One page is enough for 
3 children. Children can cut their words apart and practice putting them in ABC order: basement, 
clapped, drink, father, playmate, prize, stove, stuck, thank, wash, wish.

basement basement basement
playmate playmate playmate

wish wish wish
drink drink drink
stove stove stove
wash wash wash

father father father
clapped clapped clapped
stuck stuck stuck
prize prize prize
thank thank thank

E-1
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SnapWords® 

th

Making Words 2

fl

Print a page for each child. Cut out the game pieces after laminating the sheet as desired. Orange letters are 
word endings. Red letters are word beginnings. Possible words include: THANK, STANK, CLANK, CRANK, FLANK, 
BLANK, BANK, DANK, HANK, LANK, RANK, SANK, TANK, YANK. Additional letters are on the next page.

cr

E-1

ank
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SnapWords® 
Making Words 2

E-1

bl b s
d h r l

ystcl
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SnapWords® 

t
Making Words 2

Print a set for each child. Cut out the game pieces after laminating the sheets as desired. This time, children 
will create blends from two different letter cards. Possible words include: SINK, LINK, PINK, STINK, CHINK, 
THINK, BRINK, TRINKET, STINKER, CHINKS, LINKS, SINKER, PINKER, PINKS, DRINK, DRINKS, DINKY, SINKERS, and 
any other ones you can come up with ! Additional letters are on the next page.

c

E-1

ink

d p r l
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h b r l

ss
s e y t

SnapWords® 
Making Words 2

E-1
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SENTENCES TO READ for fluency practice & assessment: WORDS:
1. I am Joe. My playmate is Jessie. 7
2. My father made a playroom in the basement. 15
3. It has a stove. We put food upon the table. 25
4. Today we are going to make snacks. 32
5. We will see who makes the best one. 40
6. The best snack will win a prize. 47
7. Jessie said, “I wish to make prize cookies.”  55
8. She stuck the pan of cookies in the stove. 64
9. I make a new drink. Will it win the prize? 74
10. I wish I could win this prize! 81
11. Jessie’s cookies are stuck to the pan. She works 90

to get them off. 94
12. My drink looks green. I sniff it. There goes my prize! 105
13. We put the snacks upon the table. 112
14. I took a bite; Jessie took a sip of my drink. 123
15. No one said thank you. No one clapped. No one 133

got the prize. 136
16. The basement is a mess. The stove is a mess. 146
17. We will wash the stove. We will wash every pan. 156
18. We will wash every part of the basement. 164

Student Name_________________________
Comments:

Words__________

Date___________

E-1Child will read the sentences below. Listener will note words missed and 
subtract them from total read in one minute. (Additional words to know: 
Joe, Jessie, table, snack, cookies, pan, green, sniff, bite, sip, mess, part).



upon

basement
playmate



clapped

stove
prize



drink
stuck

wash



wish

thank

father
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Words Studied in this Book:

upon basement playmate clapped stove prize
drink rink sink sank sunk bank
bunk bonk drunk drank stink stank
stunk stuck wash wish thank dank
hank lank rank tank yank blank
clank crank flank plank prank shrank
spank father water link pink chink

ink think brink trinket stinker chinks
links sinker pinker pinks inks drink

drinks dinky pinky sinkers flapping clapping
napping tapping nipping sipping cupping cutting
putting snapping strapping willing pulling filling
calling falling stalling bawling crawling pecking

wrecking selling telling bending ending giggle
little haggle niggle brittle apple fiddle

whittle wiggle piddle hitch batch catch
hatch latch match patch scratch ditch
snitch witch switch botch notch blotch
hutch crutch clutch imagine passenger stumbled

humbled tumbled company because bicycle cyclops
cycle cylinder cyclone cypress cypher cyber

lending mending sending careful carry larry
marry tarry berry cherry merry sorry
worry muddy puppy funny bunny hurry
furry certainly quietly slowly quickly noisily

decide husband hundred together toward twice
nice spice trice mice lice dice
vice write wren wrote wrap wrong
wrist ice cent cell cert lace
face dance center wrestle wrangle wriggle

wrinkle wreck wrung wraith rapidly loudly
indeed instant tenant servant vacant radiant

applicant merchant chant mother other brother
another tomorrow wonderful breath pleasant pleasure
measure treasure closure leisure fissure pressure

composure please eat treat seat sea
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Words Studied in this Book cont.:

dream really leave wheat clean grease
pleats heard learn earn early earth

earnest search rehearse some come above
shove dove love done giant instant

penchant pear earns hearse pearly earthy
earned pears it’s shall accident accord
accost account accolade accomplish accuse accurate

different banner bidding bitten connect cottage
dresser fiddle flutter glitter haddock hammer
happen manner message raccoon passage simmer
smitten squiggle suggest surround tattered willow
village enough thought through realized adored
argued wasted tasted assumed moved glued
baked whined cued used fused united
stored cored closed lived timed struggled
whole who whom whose whoever where
which whale whiz farmed charmed tilled
filled wanted needed weeded planted painted

dusted accept accent access acclaim accepting
accenting accessing according accosting accounting accusing

waited strayed played sprayed mocked walked
talked
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